
TIPS SHEET - FRANCE MEETING SUNDAY, 07 AUG 2022

RACE 1 7:58 PM  |  $35,000  |  DEAUVILLE  |  2000m
 	 1	 DOLAYLI (FR) Two form two including an impressive Longchamp success over this distance. Rates 

highly for notable connections.

 	 7	 DANNSA FLORA (FR) 1L winner in a newcomers event at Saint-Cloud. Could surprise.

 	 3	 INTUITU (FR) Fifth in the Listed Derby du Languedoc over 2400m at Toulouse. Player eased in 
distance at this lower level.

 	 6	 ONDULEE (IRE) Good second behind an impressive filly prior to a long break. Talented.

 	 2	 PETIT MARIN (GER) Promising start with two wins including ahead of subsequent winners art Krefeld 
(Ger). Consider.

RACE 2 8:33 PM  |  $80,000  |  DEAUVILLE  |  2500m
 	 3	 GLYCON (FR) Fine third in the G2 Grand Prix de Chantilly on reappearance. Key challenger on 

figures with an unbeaten track and trip record.

 	 5	 IRESINE (FR) Back-to-back wins including by 4.5L in the Listed Grand Prix de Lyon. Huge claims.

 	 1	 SKAZINO (FR) Bounced back to something like his best with success in the G2 Prix Vicomtesse 
Vigier over 3100m. Obvious chance but may find one too speedy over this trip.

 	 2	 BOTANIK (IRE) Highly progressive type who recorded a second win this term in a Class One condi-
tions event over 2400m. Deserves this class rise.

 	 6	 MR DE POURCEAUGNAC Just missed the places when fourth in the G3 La Coupe in June. Not out of this on 
figures.

RACE 3 9:15 PM  |  $100,000  |  DEAUVILLE  |  1600m
 	11	 PRINCIPE (GER) Among the chances form a kind draw.

 	10	 KING GOLD (FR) One to note with a good jockey booking.

 	13	 DAR TOUNGI (FR) Player with an outstanding record at this trip. 

 	 7	 TORNADIC Hugely-progressive type who completed a hat-trick of handicap successes at Saint-
Cloud. Raised 4.5kg but in the form of his life.

 	 5	 NATIONAL SERVICE (FR) Wide draw to overcome.

RACE 4 9:55 PM  |  $380,000  |  DEAUVILLE  |  1300m
 	 3	 NAVAL CROWN Group One winner who ran an excellent second in the G1 July Cup Stakes at New-

market (UK) over 1207m. Top pick.

 	 7	 ARTORIUS (AUS) Hold up performer who delivered back-to-back thirds in Group One company. Major 
appeal raised in distance.

 	 9	 PERFECT POWER (IRE) Disappointing seventh in the G1 July Cup Stakes over 1207m at Newmarket (UK). 
Top claims if rediscovering form over this preferred journey.

 	 4	 GARRUS (IRE) Bounced back to winning form with a strong success in the G3 Prix de Ris-Orangis 
over 1200m at this track. Key player.

 	10	 HARRY THREE Progressive type after completing a hat-trick of wins including over 1200m at this 
venue. Top-three prospects at attractive odds.

RACE 5 10:30 PM  |  $52,000  |  DEAUVILLE  |  1000m
 	 1	 BERNEUIL (IRE) Gained a deserved success in the Listed Prix Hampton at Chantilly. Well placed to 

go close over this preferred trip.

 	 8	 SUESA (IRE) Regained some of her old spark with back-to-back placings including at this stand-
ard. Firmly in the mix on best efforts.

 	 6	 SNOW EMPRESS Deserves this rise in grade following a 1.5L success over 1100m at La Teste.

 	 4	 AIR DE VALSE (FR) Excellent runner-up in the G2 Prix du Gros-Chene in June. Among the chances.

 	 5	 FLYING CANDY (FR) Progressive type who scored reappearing in a conditions event at La Teste. Place 
chance.


